
 

  

Seeking a “middle path” between the Orch OR & Phi-IIT positions 
 

Dear Stuart Hameroff, 

Some rainy day Hong Kong weekend musings for you and Dave Chalmers. 

Einstein to Le Corbusier on the (Fibonacci-Golden Ratio-based) Modulor: 

"It makes a difficult job more easy". 

(Anticipating the link between the Constructal law and the Asynsis principle) 

 

“Reality is that which, when you stop believing in it, doesn't go away.” 

Philip K Dick 

 



The Asynsis principle & Consciousness: a geometric bridge 

(some Blue Sky "Cloud" thinking) 

 

I have to agree that Phi-IIT is basically heuristics, but Koch & Tononi are surely looking at 
biology too, such as neurone-firing cascades via fMRI/EEG and no doubt other scanning 
technologies to see if they can identify aspects of their predicted behaviours in the brain. 

Tegmark says as much here in a recent New Scientist article: 
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.0493v1.pdf 

I'm sorry Koch & Tononi are not taking the Aniriban Bandyopadhyay microtubule (MT) 
empirical evidence on board - they should perhaps consider it actually bolsters their position - 
rather than undermining it. Perhaps they are hard core neo-Platonists and follow the Tegmark 
line that everything in physics and biology et al, can ultimately be derived from pure geometry - 
as he calls it, from his Level 4 Mathematical Multiverse. I note too that he is still adamant that 
(regardless of system scale), quantum-gravitational integrated information content potential is 
negligible in his full paper linked from the NS piece above. But MT behavior is quantum-
classical, no? If so, we may well gain deep insights into the measurement paradox by 
resolving these quantum-biology issues. 

In any event (and as I understand it), Roger Penrose is also a neo-Platonist - so I hope there 
can eventually be some middle ground there between your two positions. 

From what I can tell, your position is that orchestrated objective reduction (Orch OR) is 
substrate independent – as is theirs, it’s just that they don’t feel the need to go down to the 
scale of the MTs or even smaller for Integrated Information Theory (Phi-IIT), nor (from their 
perspective), to consider quantum-gravitational effects. 

However, their Fibonacci � Phi-IIT informational geometry is quite similar to yours, which 
spatially, is based on microtubule Fibonacci architecture (and temporally as optimal dipole 



paths as qubits), and perhaps even in the E=h/t bifurcations of OR (Period 2 – explained 
below), so your process appears deeper and more fundamental, in that it all derives from a 
fundamental quantum mechanical (QM) physics behavior as confirmed by the recent MT 
experimental findings of Anirban Bandyopadhyay. 

Interesting that this diagram of an II Complex from Tononi's more recent paper even 
resembles a schematic superposition in the process of OR collapse. 

 

So maybe their classical Phi-IIT regime really should be considered to be emerging from your 
QG Orch OR and not to be purely classical-computational. 

To me, Phi-IIT is the classical computing macro-scale analogue of the micro-scale quantum-
classical Orch OR, the giveaway being their shared Penrose-Fibonacci geometry. They are in 
reality, part of a multiscale continuum that has its seat in the neuron MTs. 

I speculate that these common optimal Penrose-Fibonacci geometries allow information to 
most parsimoniously, robustly "resonate" up and down from your Orch OR level right up 
through theirs and perhaps all the way down to the Planck scale and back up again for 
recursive feedback, system learning, “self-observation” self-organised criticality and input-
output with the environment. The bridge? Complexity science and Fractal geometry. 

Which would perhaps make the brain a kind of metaphorical “holographic/fractal transceiver”, 
with the MTs as the QG-frequency tuned “antennae”? 

Ultimately, that's what you and Roger Penrose appear to me to be claiming - that your 
computational "cloud" of proto-conscious events is at the fundamental level of at least the 
standard model particles; if not at the space-time/quantum foam level - and Orch OR taps into, 
and orchestrates massively parallel entanglements of this “panpsychist” substrate at the MT 
quantum-classical scale.  

[At that quantum foam universal spatial limit boundary, (the effective edge of the 
universe), you get the uncertainty principle regarding energy/time reciprocality; so 
perhaps this is directly analogous to also tapping into the Linde chaotic eternal 
inflationary fractal multiversal Cantor set at the temporal limit (again, edge - or horizon) 
of this universe's origins?  



When you’re computationally channeling the (potentially infinite), boundary of the 
universe, perhaps it can then be more readily accessed as a finite-volume, unitary 
whole to allow Church-Turing non-algorithmic computation? 

So I wonder if you and Roger are really speculating that the singular "I" of the Self is 
effectively a quantum-superposition Orch OR-sourced holographic/fractal copy in 
multiscale microcosm; an approximate simulacrum - of the entire singular universe?] 

If so, surely you will still need the further Orch that Phi-IIT gives us (or some other heuristic 
scheme), to explain why Christof Koch’s dog can’t quote Leibnitz as well as he does? 

I think the answer is simply entanglement, far from equilibrium irreversibility and evolution. 

The Constructal law explains why nature has a temporal/spatial fractal geometry, and in so 
doing, how it enhances and facilitates complexifying evolution in both animate and inanimate 
systems. 

“The designs we see in nature are not chance. They rise naturally, spontaneously, 
because they enhance access to flow…” (any flows: information, energy or matter) 

Adrian Bejan 

At classical computational scales - Phi-IIT ones, the QG universal limit's attributes are maybe 
being approximated by (for example: Jeff Klune's Evolutionary Modularity, Anirban's Fractal 
Frequency, Game of Life, Self-Organised Criticality/Edge of Chaos/Feigenbaum Chaotic 
Bands/Mandelbrot boundaries), which to my understanding can display quantum-like non-
local, non-computable, critical point and also universal (Church-Turing CA), computational 
behaviours to various degrees. This is potentially the Orch OR to Phi-IIT bridge. 

We then get a chicken and egg scenario - which is more fundamental: physics or geometry? 
This of course goes back to Plato's "Form of the Good" - and I like Roger Penrose's elegant, 
circular relation:  

Ideal World/Truth - Real Physical World/Beauty - Mentality/Morality: which he depicts as 
an Ouroborian-like cycle (or should we say, a bridge or a superposition?). 

Finally, here's a totally off the wall conjecture (just for fun), in relation to the Towards a 
Science of Consciousness 2014 - Consciousness TV discussions speculating that the 
answer to the Hard problem of the unitary, subjective Self might be right under our 
noses.  



It's entirely my own musings, and based on my limited understanding, just as an 
enthusiastic amateur who's interested in geometry and design in nature.  

Consciousness: the Self as unitary, optimal, analogical geometry  

The logic sequence begins with the origin of consciousness being ultimately "tuned 
into" the Quantum foam/Planck scale level - or at least QM superpositions: 

�    Orch OR Quantum wave function collapse R of stochastic linear Schrodinger 
equation U begins the process. 

�    Stochastic Period 2 bifurcations R are classical analogues of quantum R with 
logistic bifurcation maps like the Feigenbaum diagram being similarly, scaled-up 
analogues of the Schrodinger equation U. 

�    Deterministic chaos then in this scheme is a classical non-linear analogue of 
quantum superpositions/coherence entanglements. 

�    The Mandelbrot set Period 2 disk and P3+ bulbs are also effective 
Feigenbaum R of U iterations in the complex plane - based on Riemannian 
geometry. The M-set is a direct analogue of the Feigenbaum diagram. 

�    The Period 2 bifurcations of the Feigenbaum diagram cascades/iterations to 
the chaotic bands (boundaries for the M-set), have two constants, which can be 
approximated by asymptotic convergence to the golden ratio. 

(see: http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2012/05/06/entropy-begets-design 
qed/fibonacciphysletta06-2/) 

�    Period 2 golden ratio Feigenbaum diagram bifurcations are the lowest energy 
dynamic periods possible, period 3 and above take more energy, Period 1 is 
stasis. The golden ratio can also be approximated by the Fibonacci series. 

(see: http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2014/02/28/biomimesis-to-cosmomimesis-
beauty-and-sustainability-in-design/) 

  



              

�    The golden ratio (period doubling) route to chaos is a classical means for 
systems to most optimally compute, by replicating the U quantum 
superposition state just prior to R, the wave function collapse. 

 It provides the most economical route to critical point/edge chaotic/phase 
transition (universal computation) feedback regimes, after the principle of least 
action.  

 This allows a non-computable, complex classical world to be optimally processed 
using quantum computation (and its critical point, modular classical analogues), 
most robustly, with the best error-correction, for the least energy and time cost. 

 This most economical, elegant route to the edge of chaos is a self-organised 
critical, adaptive, phase transition process that spontaneously evolves modularity 
from resistances and displays universal computation and superposition/Godel-like 
incompleteness, so is non-algorithmic. 

 It's a classical analogue, a "simulacrum" of U, and the OR of the brain 
interacting with the external, classical complex non-linear world as a 
conscious, unitary entity, or self. 

�    The golden ratio is the only arithmetic & geometric partitioning of unity, of 1. 

It's the hardest irrational number to approximate with rationals and the most 
irreducible of numbers. 

 (see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio) 

�    So we could say that OrchOR/Phi-IIT/Fractal Frequency-mediated unitary, 
individual human consciousness, the self - is most simply, concisely describable 
as the optimal, analogical & cardinal geometric signature of integrated, irreducible 
unity. It's an Occam's razor scenario. 



�    So the 1, "One" - the singular, unitary "I am", the "me" of the self is the 
exemplary expression of Fibonacci-golden ratio geometry, as the geometric 
synergy of the quantum-classical computational, integrated, irreducible, 
modularised complex that is Phi-IIT, ultimately derived from Orch OR. 

�    (One)Self = Analogical Unity = Penrose-Fibonacci-Golden ratio geometry 

 

"Where consciousness is concerned, the existence of the appearance is the reality." 

John Searle 

So can this be a route to solving the “(one)self” aspect of the Hard problem? 

Is the conscious human Self the ultimate expression in nature of recursive geometries - 
of unitary composition/decomposition, of the brain sharing information, with itself? 

Is the multiscale, multivalent unity-synergising Penrose-Fibonacci-Golden ratio 
geometry, optimally, analogically bridging between the quantum and classical worlds to 
create a self that is a simulated, interactive, adaptive, non-computable “universe” in 
microcosm? 

I'm not ascribing anything especially significant to the golden ratio/Fibonacci geometry 
itself by the way - more noting that this particular geometrical signature (closely 
associated with aesthetic beauty), seems to be an emergent pattern that often 
describes various optimising, analogical, recursively complexifying and unifying 
behaviours inherent in, and innate to nature. 

“I'm not much but I'm all I have.” Philip K Dick 

 



 

'Good examples of harmless toots are some of the things children do. They get 
smashed for hours on some strictly limited aspect of the Great Big Everything, the 
Universe, such as water or snow or mud or colours or rocks (throwing little ones, 
looking under big ones) … Only two people are involved: the child and the Universe. 
The child does a little something to the Universe, and the Great Big Everything does 
something funny or beautiful or sometimes disappointing or scary or even painful in 
return.' 

Kurt Vonnegut 

 

Nigel Reading – Hong Kong, May 2014 


